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Slogan Writing on Preserving Environment

Rukimini Dev Public School

Class rooms V (A - E)

20 July, 2018; 55 minutes

Students of class V (A - E)

Intra-class Activities

OBIECTIVES:

. To sensitize them about the !mpoftance of 'PRESERVING ENVIRONIVIENT'and

in today's world

. To provide a platform to the students to exhibit their talent and creativity

To nurture and auqment the students'creativity and imagination'

To enhance students'skill of expressing themselves'

To instill creativity and sense of independence among the students'

need

DESCRIPTION:

"SooFer or later, we will have to

must know that human beings

realize that the earth has rights, too, to live without pollution' We

cannot live without Mother Earth."

In order to make the students aware about the importance of preserving our enviTonment, a

slogan writing activity was conducted They were informed about the activity and discussion

was held to sensitize students about the need of taking utmost care of our nature On the day

of activity, they brought all the material required for the activity They shared their views as

well as suggested various ways by which each of us can contribute in conserving environment

and our mother earth, They wrote creative slogans related to the topic. The activity developed

a sense of being responsible for our mother nature The activity provided the students a

platform to showcase their creativity and nourish their aesthetic talent All the students were

appreciated for their cornmendable efforts They learnt about their roles in contributing

towards the preservation of environment which is getting deteriorated day by day ln a

nutshell. activity catered to social, rnoral and aesthetic don'ra!ns of the learners'
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